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DATE OF THIS VERSION (new)
September 1, 2020

TITLE OF DOCUMENT (new title if applicable):
Heat Tracing for Plumbing Piping 22 05 33

DATE OF VERSION BEING SUPERSEDED (old):
September 1, 2015

DESCRIPTION OF DOCUMENT (previous title, number, other identifying data):
Heat Tracing for Plumbing Piping 22 05 33

SUMMARY OF CHANGES IN THIS VERSION:

1. Entire document was reformatted for automatic re-numbering during editing for a specific project.
2. Added “Where conflicts occur these specifications and the VHA standard will govern” to the end of paragraph 1.3 A.
3. Updated paragraph 1.3 APPLICABLE PUBLICATIONS by undating dates and titles on standards.
4. Updated paragraph 1.4 SUBMITTALS to include commissioning requirements.
5. Updated paragraph 1.6 As Built Documentation to coordinated with the changes made on section 22 05 11 which now covers As-Built for all of division 22.
6. Deleted paragraph 2.1 F 5 through 10 to minimize the number of times electrical characteristics are presented. Added 2.1 F 10 which says “See electrical drawings for electrical characteristics.” This avoids coordination issues.
7. Deleted paragraph 2.2 G 6 though 10 and added G 5 See electrical drawings for electrical characteristics.” This avoids coordination issues.
8. Deleted paragraph 2.3 G 6 though 10 and added G 5 See electrical drawings for electrical characteristics.” This avoids coordination issues.
9. Added paragraph 3.2 D 5 “Provide current transducer to monitor power in heating tape and monitor and alarm from the building automation system.”
10. Added paragraph 3.4 Commissioning for completeness.
11. Added paragraph 3.5 Demonstration and Training for completeness